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The goal of this project is to realize the benefits of 

foveated rendering without imposing strict latency 

requirements on our image pipeline. This is important to 

enable wireless VR  and predictive rendering techniques 

where everything the user will look at in the next few 

hundreds of milliseconds has already been rendered and 

buffered in the HMD. Our pipeline renders the entire 

image in low quality and then upscales only the foveal 

region in the HMD using meta data provided by the PC. 
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Our project builds on 3 main concepts; non-blind image 

deconvolution, image compression, and foveated 

rendering. All of these individual concepts have been 

thoroughly researched and explored but as far as we are 

aware there are none that combine all three. Achieving 

optimal results requires each step to be designed with 

other steps in mind.
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